
How you can 
incorporate Our Story 
into your business

6 SIMPLE EXERCISES 
TO HELP YOU CONNECT 
WITH OUR STORY
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Exercise 1   10-25 minutes

Connecting with Our Story

   This exercise will help you understand how your business can connect with Our Story.

Bush food, bush walks, 
ancient rock art, beach 
BBQs, caves, walking tours, 
Dreamtime stories and 
stargazing with the world’s 
fi rst astronomers.

The Kimberley, gorges 
shaped like cathedrals, 
Cottesloe Beach, Karijini 
National Park and the 
Pilbara night sky.

Swimming alongside 
friendly whale sharks, 
back fl ipping manta rays 
and singing humpback 
whales. Bubblegum pink 
lakes, horizontal waterfalls, 
wildfl owers, the staircase 
to the moon, dinosaur 
footprints and giant tides.

Catching wild lobsters and 
enjoying intimate bushfood 
dinners. Helicopter rides in 
Purnululu’s Bungle Bungle 
Range. Fine wines and surf 
breaks with pans of paella 
balanced on rocks at the 
beach. Savouring a fresh 
coff ee with damper and 
quandong jam while curling 
your toes into Australia’s 
whitest beach.

Locally run businesses with 
local knowledge. The ‘unique 
and memorable locals’ you 
meet on the road.

OTHERWORLDLY 
PHENOMENA

MAJESTIC 
LANDSCAPES,

BIG SKIES

FULL OF
CHARACTERS

BAREFOOT
LUXURY

Luxury, but not as you 
know it. Special but 
not snobby. It’s right 
on nature’s doorstep. 
Exceptional service that’s 
relaxed, down to earth and 
appears eff ortless. Special 
rare experiences in a low-
key environment.

ANCIENT TRACKS,
NEW JOURNEYS

Ancient stories waiting to 
be shared by the world’s 
oldest living culture. 
Aboriginal tourism 
experiences across the 
state and the seasons.

Where wonders hail from 
beyond the realms of 
possibility. Super natural 
contrasts of colour, texture 
and landscapes. It blows 
your mind then takes you 
right back down to earth.

Being surrounded by desert 
and sea forges our culture 
and communities. Tourism 
businesses in Western 
Australia don’t happen by 
accident – it takes a fi erce 
belief in what’s great about 
our home to take it on and 
stick with it. Sharing our 
way of life and our stories is 
what drives us.

THE PILLARS OF THE SPIRIT OF ADVENTURE

Spaciousness, sheer 
scale, scalpel sharp light. 
Witnessing what millions 
of years and the passage 
of time has created. It’s 
a special place, where 
connecting with the land 
helps you reconnect with 
yourself.

EXAMPLES

NATURE & WILDLIFE
AQUATIC 

& COASTAL
FOOD & WINE

CULTURE 
& PEOPLE

EVENTS

WHAT DEFINES OUR ‘SPIRIT OF ADVENTURE’ (OUR PILLARS)

WESTERN AUSTRALIA TOURISM – OUR STORY

The Spirit of Adventure
There’s something truly special about Western Australia.

Whilst many of the world’s tourism destinations are well known, well trodden, and over 
crowded, Western Australia is not. Western Australia is an unpolished gem, unspoiled, 
and a bit wild. Western Australia is ancient tracks brimming with adventures, ready to 
welcome you in.

Witness otherworldly phenomena: pink lakes, horizontal waterfalls, whale sharks, 
wildfl owers, sweeping outback plains, a staircase to the moon, Australia’s whitest 
beach, and red dust you can’t get out of your veins.

Indulge in luxury accommodation on nature’s doorstep, take a seafood cruise to catch 
your own wild lobster, or kick back in the country’s most awarded fi ne wine region that 
sits amongst tall timber forests and renowned surf breaks. For those wanting more, take 
a helicopter ride amongst Purnululu’s Bungle Bungle Range or go glamping in the dunes 
of Ningaloo Reef or Rottnest Island with the world’s happiest marsupial, the Quokka.

Western Australia is for travellers seeking barefoot luxury, unique experiences, and an 
unforgettable adventure that will fi ll you up.

There’s an adventure waiting for everyone in Western Australia.

OUR EXPERIENCES

OTHERWORLDLY 
PHENOMENA

MAJESTIC 
LANDSCAPES,

BIG SKIES

FULL OF
CHARACTERS

BAREFOOT
LUXURY

ANCIENT TRACKS,
NEW JOURNEYS

Western Australia Tourism – Our Story is a common foundation and tool that 
will help us frame our tourism challenges and activities for years to come, 
and gives WA a unique identity that will motivate visitors from across the 
country and the world to visit us.

Instructions: 
The below diagram summarises Our Story—The Spirit of Adventure—and the themes or ‘Pillars’ used to create it. 
Read through it, thinking about how it relates to your business or product. Highlight any key words that stand out or 
resonate.
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Exercise 2   10-20 minutes

How to relate to the Pillars

Instructions: 
Ask yourself, how does my business, experience or product relate to each Pillar? How does what I do evoke 
a Spirit of Adventure in travellers? Write the words and phrases that come to mind, and group them within the 
appropriate Pillar boxes below. If it sparks a thought of other related ideas, write those too in the ‘Other’ box. If you 
can’t think of any ideas for some of the Pillars, that’s okay – not every business, experience or product will relate to 
each one.

               Ancient Tracks, New Journeys

               Majestic Landscapes, Big Skies

               Barefoot Luxury

               Full of Characters

               Otherworldly Phenomena

     Other words, phrases or ideas

   This exercise will help you build a connection between your business to the Spirit of Adventure Story.
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Ancient Tracks, New Journeys

Barefoot Luxury

Otherworldly Phenomena

Majestic Landscapes, Big Skies

Full of Characters

Exercise 3   30-45 minutes

Relating Our Story to your 
current marketing activities

Advertising & 
promotional 
material

Tick which 
Pillar(s) are 
relevant to 
the columns 
above in your 
business

Example 
thought-
starters for 
how to use 
Pillar(s) in 
planning

Does your advertising 
reinforce the 
Pillar(s) you connect 
with? E.g. Is it 
awe-inspiring? Is it 
otherwordly? 

Is this being woven 
into your creative 
briefings?

Does your messaging 
read like a story 
of adventure or 
discovery?

Does the imagery 
reflect the Pillar(s) 
you relate to? 

Look at partners 
who are strong in 
this area.

Look for partners 
who complement 
your offering.

Who are the 
competitors who 
share the same 
Pillar(s) and could 
help you succeed 
by building the 
regional offering?

If you could partner 
with anyone to 
make your product 
or experience 
perform better 
across one Pillar, 
who would it be?

What new products 
or experiences can 
you develop that 
deliver on the same 
Pillar(s) as above?

Are there any new 
product, offerings 
or experiences that 
would give your 
business relevance 
across new 
Pillar(s)? 

How can you take 
tourists‘off the 
beaten path’?

Who is the target 
audience, and how can 
they experience the 
relevant Pillar(s)?

How can you create 
experiences that  
bring to life how  
your business relates 
to the Pillar(s)? 

Can you make it  
more interactive?

Can you make it 
more of a sensory 
experience? i.e. make 
people‘feel’ the 
Pillar experience.

Partnerships
Product & 
Experience 
Development

Events & 
Activations

Instructions: 
Take a look at your marketing activity calendar. Are there ways you can more closely link your marketing to Our 
Story’s Pillars? 

Below is an example planning sheet that might help you to use the Pillars to generate new ideas for these activities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This exercise will help you brainstorm ways in which you can use Our Story throughout your marketing 
communications.

Key: 
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Exercise 4   15-30 minutes

Defining your traits of adventure

Instructions: 
Below are some kick-starter ideas for the different types of ‘adventure’ that different businesses or regions offer. 
Review these, then create your own statement that is unique to you in the box. Then below that, look at what 
products or services you offer that deliver against this type of adventure (you may have more than one), and 
identify the key benefits and language that relates to these.

E.g. Inspired, rested, 
life-changing, 
indulged, relaxed, 
thrilled 

E.g. For barefoot 
luxury if you are a 
glamping resort - 

E.g. Thrill-seeking, 
intrepid, unpretentious, 
laid-back, exhilarating, 
effortless, indulgent, 
low-key 

This exercise is useful when you are wanting to review marketing collateral or develop a tone of voice or 
consistent style for your marketing communications. 

What words describe my 
product/offering?

What sort of adventure do you offer?

How does the experience 
make people feel?

E.g. An effortlessly 

adventurous city

E.g. An otherworldly 
outback adventure

E.g. An indulgent culinary
 

and coastal adventure

E.g. An exhilarating marine adventure
E.g. An awe-inspiring 
wilderness adventure

What key words or phrases 
could you use consistently
in marketing that align 
with your Pillar(s)

‘after your trek, enjoy 
an indulgent soak in 
the spa’
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      3. Brand Character

What is the tone, manner and style that you adopt in your 
action, behaviour and communications? What do you want your 
customers to say about you? How does the Spirit of Adventure 
inspire your brand character?

Write 4-10 traits or a short statement      4. Values

What are the principles and beliefs which guide your 
actions and behaviour as a business? How does the 
Spirit of Adventure inspire your values? 

Write 3-5 values

Instructions: 
Using the boxes below, do a brainstorm on what makes your business  appealing or unique. For inspiration, you 
may want to refer back to the Product Development case study  and read through the Spirit of Adventure and 
Pillars exercises on pages 2 & 3 of this document. 

      1. Key Experiences

     5. Positioning Statement

      2. Visitor Benefits

What sort of experiences do you offer? Is there a way these 
could be grouped or named differently to inspire adventure?

A concise, powerful statement about your business that focuses on how your product or brand fills a particular consumer need.

How does your product or business evoke a Spirit 
of Adventure in your visitors? What are your key 
offerings, tangible or intangible, that nobody else has?

Up to 15 word statement (shorter is better)

Write 3-4 key benefitsCategorise or list

Exercise 5   20-30 minutes

Finding your positioning

This exercise will help you develop the positioning of specific products, or your overall brand. It can form a 
part of the brief or act as a guide when you create marketing materials. Your positioning won’t typically be 
used in the public eye.

E.g. For a road trip product -‘A journey into the heartland of an undisturbed and uncrowded Australia’ 
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Exercise 6   20-30 minutes

Tips for writing a creative brief

Instructions: 
Think about how Our Story can inspire you to create more compelling creative or marketing briefs – be it for 
an advertising campaign, photography or web design, etc. Below are examples of ways you could use this to inspire 
more impactful briefs that have a compelling sense of adventure woven through them.

This exercise will help you use Our Story when formulating creative brief documents for your marketing 
materials. It will be helpful to have read the Marketing Case Study  to have further background.

E.g. Awe-inspiring, meaningful, immersive, untamed, welcoming

TARGET AUDIENCE TONE OF VOICE
(The tone or personality of your brand/product - and how it should feel to others)

Don’t be afraid to be polarising here. A sense of personality should come through in your tone of voice, which is more appealing than being too similar to everyone else in tone.

(What sort of adventure
r are you 

trying to influence? 
How do they 

behave?)

Find the words that 
paint the picture 

of the attitude or pe
rsonality of your 

core target audience
 (you can also 

have separate second
ary audiences, 

but stay focussed wh
ere you can).

(An intrinsic human truth or behaviour that reveals something unique about your target audience or product/brand/experience)
E.g. The most awe-inspiring moments in life are often too fleeting or crowded by others to have a full appreciation for them.

E.g. If Barefoot Luxu
ry is the 

Pillar you most relate to, always
 

tie back to this in yo
ur language 

-‘after your trek, enjo
y an 

indulgent soak in the
 spa’

E.g. Are they‘intrepid adventurers 

prepared to go beyon
d the 

expected’? Or are  t
hey‘seekers 

of culinary indulgenc
e who want an 

adventure for the tas
te buds’?

(What sort of phrases o
r language 

should be reinforced 
throughout 

the materials)

LANGUAGE

KEY INSIGHT

www.tourism.wa.gov.au/Publications%20Library/Marketing/Our_Story_Live_Ningaloo_Case_Study.pdf

